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Abstract-It is shown that given a state delayed system, one can construct a finite-dimensional 
system whose partial state replicates the response of the delay system up to a small solution of the 
homogeneous delay system. Thus, in the absence of small solutions, the response of the delay system 
can be exactly replicated by a finite-dimensional system. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the state delayed system 
Sd : k(t) = Aox + Alz(t - r) + BOu(t), (1.1) 
x0 = $4 (1.2) 
where the initial function 20 = 4 E C( [-T, 01; Rn), the class of IR”-valued continuous functions 
defined on [-r,O]. Here t > 0 denotes time, overdot represents derivative with respect to t, 
0 < T < m is the system delay, Ao,Al E IPXn, 230 E iFLXm, u(t) E IR”, and z(t) E 88”. The 
system output 
Y(t) = Cox(t), (1.3) 
where y(t) E IRP and CO E Wxn. For t 2 0, the state of s,j is defined as zt E C([-r,O];W), 
where ICY = .x(t + 8), --T < 0 < 0. Following [l], the solution of (1.1) is a continuous function 
n: E C( [-r, co); W) with za = 4 and satisfying (1.1) for t > 0. 
Equations (1.1) and (1.2) constitute an infinite-dimensional initial value problem (IVP). The 
need for simplicity in the modelling of physical systems creates the problem of approximating & 
by some finite-dimensional system. Following [2, p. 81, a finite-dimensional system shall mean 
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a system whose state space is a finite-dimensional vector space. Thus, an element is finite- 
dimensional if it belongs to a finite-dimensional vector space. As an alternative to the state space 
approach, rational transfer function approximations of delay systems with some restrictions on 
the open loop pole locations are constructed in 13-51. The latter work leads to an alternative 
method to [6] for computing the open loop poles of delay systems. 
Given an initial function C#J # 0, a small solution of the homogeneous equation (2.1) is a 
nontrivial solution for which limt-,oo ektq(t) = 0 for all Ic E R. It is known [l, p. 741 that a small 
solution of (2.1) must vanish identically in finite time. The aim of this work is to construct a 
finite-dimensional system, whose partial state, in the worst case, replicates the response of the 
delay system up to a small solution of (2.1). 
To explain the reasoning leading to this remarkable result, let the pair (&,4) represent the 
delay system &J with the arbitrary initial function (I, E C([-r, O]; !lP). Consider the pair (&, &,) 
where &, is an auxiliary, initial function to be defined. Under Assumptions Hl and H2 given 
below, we shall obtain a finite-dimensional representation for the state of (&, &). This, in 
turn, will allow (&, &,) to be represented as a system of ordinary differential equations (ODE) 
whose partial state reproduces the solution of (&, 4) up to a small solution of (2.1). Thus, in 
the absence of a small solution of (2.1), our finite-dimensional approximation of the delay system 
will replicate exactly the response of the delay system. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the background results and the standing 
assumptions. Section 3 is devoted to the definition of the auxiliary initial function &, and a 
finite-dimensional representation of the state of (Sd,$,,O). Section 4 contains the main result 
concerning the representation of (Sd, 4,) as a system of ODE and its implication for (&, 4). 
2. BACKGROUND RESULTS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Consider the homogeneous equation 
4(t) = Aoq(t) + Alq(t - ~1. (2.11 
Given 4 E C([-r,O];W’), the state of (2.1) may be represented as qt = T(t)4, where T(t) : 
C([--T, 01; W”) -+ C([--T, 01; IP) denotes the solution operator of (2.1). Following [l], {T(t); t > 0) 
is a Co semigroup of bounded linear operators whose infinitesimal generator, A, has a countable 
point spectrum (eigenvalues of A or poles of Sd) given by a(d) = {X E @ : det A(x) = 0}, where 
A(x) = [M - A0 - ePTXA1] is the characteristic matrix and det A(x) is the characteristic function. 
Given vo > 0, let cz, = {X E C : ReX > --~a} denote an arbitrary closed right half of the 
complex plane bounded by X = -VO. It is well known that a(d) n @‘, is a finite set. In view 
of this, one can construct a real Jordan matrix J E R” xM such that a(J) = o(d) 17 @r,,. The 
structure of this Jordan matrix is governed by the partial multiplicities [7] of the characteristic 
matrix, A(x). Furthermore, associated with J E lRnr “’ is a modal matrix Q E IWnlX IL such 
that the pair (J,Q) E RPfxPf x lRMxn satisfies the generalized left characteristic matrix equation 
(glcme) 
JQ = QAo + edTJQA1. (2.2) 
The rows of Q E Iw Mxn left eigenvectors or generalized left eigenvectors of the characteristic 
matrix A(x) corresponding to the eigenvalues in a(d) n CT”,. Needless to say, both Q E IWMxn 
and J E IR”’ M depend on ~0; the dependence on ~0 has been suppressed for notational simplicity. 
See, for example, [8] for the details of the glcme. 
The following assumptions will stand throughout the rest of the work. 
ASSUMPTION Hl. For vo sufficiently large, rankQ = n. 
ASSUMPTION H2. (J, QAI) E IRMxM x WMxn is a completely controllable pair. 
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3. STATE OF AUXILIARY SYSTEM 
Appearing throughout the work is a Gramian type matrix W E lRnfX”” defined by 
529 
s 
0 
w= G(B)G’(B) do, (3.1) 
--T 
where ’ denotes matrix transposition and 
G(B) = e -b+f%~Q& 
As a result of Assumption H2, the following lemma can be established. 
LEMMA 3.1. W is positive definite. 
(3.2) 
Towards the definition of the auxiliary initial function &,, , consider the following initial value 
problem (IVP): 
dll 
dB- 
- -J’$(0 -r I I!9 < 0, 
s 
0 
$I(()) = epTJ’W-’ G(r)4(~) dr. 
--T 
Its solution is given by $(Q) = e-J’e~$(0) or 
s 
0 
q(Q) = ,-(r‘+W’w-’ 
G(T)@(T) &-. 
--T 
Then &, is defined as 
4m (0) = 
A;&‘@(Q), if -r<O<O, 
4(O), if 0 = 0, 
G'(Q)W-' 
ZZ s 0 G(7-)4(7) dr, if -1-<19<0, --T 
4(O), if 19 = 0. 
From (3.7), it is evident that the realizability of &,, depends on the assumption thiu .L i 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
U-’ 
exists. This is basically an assumption about the system eigenvalue/eigenvector structure. The 
parameter vo is fixed once Assumptions Hl and H2 are satisfied. In short, given S,, the auxiliary 
initial function q$,, depends on vo (through the order of J) and q5 where vo and 4 are independent 
of each other. While the motivation for this definition will become evident in the course of the 
proof of Theorem 4.1, a direct consequence of definition (3.7) is the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. The auxiliary function, 4”,, is related to ~,6 by 
.i ’ &40,,(o) + W)c&(@ &I = Q4(0) + --T /’ 
0 
G(W(~) a. (3.8) 
--T 
PROOF. Follows directly from (3.7). 
For a fixed ~0, consider the linear map 1 : C([--T, 01; IR”) + LR” defined by 
I 
s 
0 
u = l(4) = e-TJ’W-l G(T)@(~) dr. (3.9) 
--T 
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This map is onto; for, given an arbitrary v E IW”, 3 4 E C([--T, 01; Iw”), namely, $(7) dsf G’(T)~~~‘v 
such that (3.9) holds. Let 
MvO = {A:Q’$@), --T 5 8 < 0; Cp E C([--T,O];IF‘)). 
Employing (3.5) and (3.9), M,, can be written as 
(3.10) 
Through the entries of the matrix epeJ’, one can show that every element of M,, is defined by 
at most M linearly independent functions. This makes M,, a finite-dimensional vector space. 
Thus, &, = (&,, &,) E IWn x M,,, where 4”, = d(O) E ll?? and &, = A{Q’$ E M,, is 
finitely generated. Note that since vo is fixed, lim,,,,, M., is outside the scope of this work. In 
other words, we do not seek a sequence of auxiliary initial functions &, which converge in some 
sense to 4. Rather, for a fixed ~0, we have constructed an auxiliary initial function & which is 
“equivalent” to 4 in the sense that relation (3.8) holds. 
THEOREM 3.1. For t > T, the state of the auxiliary pair (Sd, &,,) is continuous and can be 
rcpresen ted as 
Q(&Q) = 
A’lQ’e-(‘+e)J’W-‘[z(t; vg) - Qz(t; vo)], --T 5 Q < 0, 
z(t; uo), B = 0, 
(3.11) 
where z(t; ~0) denotes the solution of (&, &) and z(t; UO) is the solution of the TVP 
2(t; vo) = Jz(t; YO) + Q&u(t), t > 0, (3.12) 
40; ~0) = Q&,(O) + I” e-(T+8)JQAl~V0(B) do. (3.13) 
J-T 
PROOF. Given #,/, as defined by (3.7), one can use the method of steps to demonstrate the 
existence and uniqueness of a continuous solution on (0, w). For t 2 0, let 
‘t z(t; vo) = Qz(t; v,,) + 
.I 
eJ(t-‘-e)QAlz(B; vg) dQ, (3.14) 
t-r 
where X(.; vg) E C((0, co); W) is the solution of (Sd, &,,) for t > 0. By the transformation 
technique [8,9], z(t; VO) is the solution of the IVP defined by (3.12),(3.13). By change of variable, 
put (3.14) in the form 
[z(t; ~0) - Q4c ~011 = lo G(Od4 1/o) do, (3.15) 
--T 
where G(B) is given by (3.2). Fix t > T. This ensures that Q(.; ~0) does not explicitly contain 
any part of the initial function &,, and, as a result, is continuous. Inspection of (3.15) then shows 
that Zt (.; vg) may be represented as 
~(6; vo) = G’(B)W-’ [z(t; ~0) - Qz(t; UC,)], -r I 0 < 0, 
while, by definition, zt(O; vg) = z(t; ~0). Putting these two results together yields 
Q(Q; ~0) = 
G’(Q)W-l [z(t; ~0) - Q4t; uo)] , -r 2 0 < 0, 
“(k vo), 0 = 0, 
(3.16) 
which reduces to (3.11) on utilizing (3.2). 
REMARK 3.1. Observe from (3.16) that 
I 
%(&VO) = 
AiQ’epeJ’p(t; vo), --T 5 0 < 0, 
4t; vo), 0 = 0, 
where 
p(t; vg) = e-TJ’ W-l [z(t; vo) - Q.z(t; vo)] . 
Thus, for a fixed t > T, p(t; VO) is a constant vector in Iw”. In this case, the state space of 
(S(i, $,,,) can be said to be finite-dimensional since xt(.; ~0) E Iw” x M,. 
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4. MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM 4.1. The composite state :(t; vg) 5 satisfies the IVP 
:(t;vo) +B’Ll(t), t 2 0, (4.1) 
(4.2) 
where 
x0 = A0 - AIA;Q’WIQ, F. = AIA;Q’W-‘. 
Furthermore, s(t; vo) replicates z(t) no later than t = T. That is, 
(4.3) 
z(t; uo) = xc(t), vt 2 r. (4.4) 
PROOF. Since z(t;vo) is the solution of (&,$,,,), it satisfies (1.1) for t > 0. Using this in 
conjunction with (3.11), we get for t > r, 
i(t; ~0) = Aoz(t; vo) + AI xt(R vo)l,+_ + Bou(t) 
= Aoz(t; vo) f AlG’(-r)W-1 [z(t; vo) - Qx(t; uo)] + Bou(t) (4.5) 
= zoz(t; vo) + A,A;Q’W-‘z(t; uo) + Bou(t). 
By employing the solution z(t; uo) for t > 0, the validity of (4.5) can be extended backwards by 
way oft J. 0. This allows the initial condition ~(0; ~0) = C,&,(O) = 4(O) to be specified from (3.7). 
This completes the first part of (4.1). The z(t;vo) part is simply a copy of (3.12). Employing 
(3.13) and (3.8), 
s 
0 
s 
0 
40; ~0) = Q&,(O) + G(@)h,(@ de = QW) + G(W(@ a. 
To prove the second part of the theoi:m, let ~(t; ~0) = z(t) - x(t;ii) and recall that both x(.) 
and z(.; ~0) satisfy (1.1) so that 
i(t; uo) = Aoe(t; vo) + Alc(t - r; vo). 
Again, following the transformation technique [8,9], let 
(4.6) 
q(t; ~0) = Qc(t; ~0) + 
.I 
’ d-‘-‘)QAlt(B; vo) ~$3. (4.7) 
t-r 
Then i$; VO) = Jq(t; vg) so that ~(t; ~0) = eJtq(O; VO), where 
s 
0 
v(O;vo) = Q@;vo) + e -(T+e)JQA1@; vo) dB 
--T 
s 
’ = Q [4(O) - duo(O)] + Goa [do) - ho (a dw do = 0, 
--T 
(4.8) 
by (3.8). This transforms (4.7) into 
QE(t; vo) = - /-t eJ(t-T-e)QA1~(B; vo) de, vt > 0. (4.9) t--r 
Note that t - r 5 8 I t =+ -r L t - r - B i 0. For t 2 r, the right-hand side of (4.9) does 
not explicitly contain the initial function, C/J - &,,. Since rank Q = n, 3 QL E Rnxn/’ such that 
QLQ = I, or Ilf(t; vo)ll = IIQLQe(t; vo)ll. Employing (4.9) for t > r, we get 
iI+ vo)ll I ii~~il iiQ+ a 5 lf, ~oii~wo)ll de I ~‘w~(~; vo)ii de, (4.10) 
where /CO = I\&L\/ e’IIJIIIIQAIIJ. Application of Gronwall’s inequality to (4.10) yields Ilc(t; vo)l/ = 0 
or t(t; ~0) = 0, Y’t > r to complete the proof. Furthermore, the support of any nontrivial solution 
of (4.6) is a subset of [O,T] and must therefore be a small solution of (2.1). I 
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